N400 anomalies in schizophrenia are correlated with the severity of formal thought disorder.
We explored the link between N400 anomalies and clinical profile in schizophrenia patients. N400 was recorded in 50 schizophrenia patients and 40 healthy controls during a lexical decision task with semantic priming. Comparison between controls and schizophrenia patients showed the classical anomalies reported for N400 in schizophrenia patients: greater amplitude for related words and lack of N400 effect. Analyses of the correlations between N400 effect and various symptoms of schizophrenia (formal thought disorder, positive symptoms, negative symptoms, overall symptoms, mean neuroleptic dose) or socioeducational data (age, vocabulary level, number of years of study) revealed that only the correlation with formal thought disorder was significant: the higher the scores for formal thought disorder, the lower the N400 effect observed.